The Ed.D. Program at Vanderbilt University’s Peabody College offer a weekend-based curriculum that blends theory and practice designed to meet the needs of mid-career education professionals from around the country. Peabody College’s executive Ed.D. program is pursued with a cohort of your peers and centers on the problems of K-12 education practice and policy. The Ed.D. Program trains scholar-practitioners whose knowledge, leadership, analytical and management skills enhance the performance of educational institutions and organizations. The Ed.D. Program culminates in a year-long capstone project that challenges students to apply knowledge and skills acquired through doctoral study to a real-world problem in contemporary education practice and policy.

Career Paths
The Ed.D. program prepares students for leadership positions in K-12 education institutions and policy-related organizations including school districts; elementary and secondary public, charter, and independent schools; state and federal education agencies; foundations, professional associations, nonprofit organizations, and research and consulting firms.

What Our Graduates Say
The Ed.D. program helped me reflect and build upon my work as a classroom teacher, while also equipping me with valuable skills and experiences that I continue to draw upon in my current role as a state-level policy maker.
—Sara Heyburn, Ed.D.’10, Executive Director, Tennessee State Board of Education
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Rosie Moody, graduate admissions coordinator, rosie.moody@vanderbilt.edu
615-322-8019

How to Apply
Visit apply.vanderbilt.edu
There is no fee to apply online.
For more information, visit peabody.vanderbilt.edu

Priority Application Deadline
December 31, summer entrance only
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